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student at the Gunadarma University obliged to
6c writing of scientific or scholarly research, enabling
ro take writing materials owned by others. To ovet'come
it is not enough simply to remind the students that
is not good. Detection of text document similarity ts
that should be done so that fraudulent activity can be
or tools to detect plagiarism is quite a lot, both to detect
s document or to detect the source code programming.
or tools to detect the similarity of documenis in English
tcn widely developed. Examples of tools that have been
for English-language document are Turnitin, Eve2,
, WoedCheck, Glatt, Moss and Jplang and so forth.
detection research done on text documents or
written in Indonesian text was still relatively little
rper will present an analysis of several methods to detect
doculnents written in Indonesian. The methods used
tqrword method, the Karp and Rabin method and Jaro
Dstance method.
red for this test is abstraction of scientific writing data
University Infonnation Systems majors, The data
will be modified into three kinds of abstraction: first,
rrs only a partial abstraction of the same data abstraction
tc compared. Second is the abstractions that sentence
positions from data abstraction are compared and the
fu abstraction whose content is replaced with a synonym of
md in the abstract that will be compared. From the test
dre best method is the method of Rabin Karp, except for a
ds
language, Detection, Document, Sirnilarity
NTRODUCTION
ic communities specially student is very enabled conduct
or research that take materials of others property writing,
the development of information technology; The
of information technology that provides the facility
and modify the text (copy and paste) and facilities that
connection to access other people's work for free through
can facilitate to take other people's without mention
Six sernester student at the Cunadarma University obliged to
make the u.riting of scientific or scholarly researd enabling
students to take u'riting materials owned by others. To (ryercome
these problems, it is not enough simPly to remind the dcnts that
such action is not good Daection of text document sfuitan-ty is
one solution that should be done so that fraudulent actiriy can be
minimized.
Systerns or tools to detect plagiarism is quite a lot borl to d€tect
the text or document or to detect the source code prqanming.
Systerrs or tools to detect the similarity of documents i English
have been widely developed. Examples of tools thd hve been
developed for English-language document are Turnfr, Eve2,
CopyCathGold, WoedCheck, Glatt, Moss and Jplang aed so forth.
Similarity detection research done on to(t do@cnb or
documents rwitten in Indonesian text was still relaiwly little
done.
In this paper will present an analvsis of several metho&; to d€fect
similarities documents written in Indonesian- The mdpds used
are the keyword method, the Karp and Rabin mehod and Jaro
Winkler Distance method.
This paper is divided into four parts, namely the onedescribing
the introduction, section two describes plagiarisrL including
definitions of plagiarism, types of plagiarisrn, an angineering
approach to plagiarism detection, plagiarism detectisr methods
and existing tools for plagiarism detection. In part tkec will be
presented on the test was conducted on the sample test data' test
steps and test results. In the four presented the resulb oftesting
and analysis, while the fifth section exposed on the conchrsions of
the experiments which were conducted in three parts.
2. SURVEY IN DOCUNIENT SIMILARITY
MEASUREMENT
2.1. Plagiarism
2.1.1. Definition of Plagiarism
Plagiarisrn is removal ofessays, opinions, etc. from olbers people
and rnake it as their own articles and opinions [61. Plagidisnt can
be considered a crirninal offense for stealing the cryyrighs of
others. In the world of education, principals of plagirism can
have severe penalties such as expelled from school / oivqsitf--
Sorneone who conducts Plagiarism is calledplagiarist
Plagiarism can be Classed as follows: [4]
a. Using the writings of others without giving a d(t i;t (fr
exatnple, by using quotation marks or blod dfutnr
paragraphs) that the text is taken direaly frm furnigt d
' others.
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Takiry the ideas of others without giving sufficient
annotation of the source.
Acknowledging the findings of,others as one's own.
Acknowledging the work of the group as a possessive or a
result of his own.
Presenting the same papers in dif'ferent occasions githout
mentioning its origin.
Summarize and make paraphrase (indirect quote) without
mentioning its source.
Summarize and make paraphrase with reference to the
sourcg but a series ofsentences and the choice ofword was
too similar to its source.
The things that are not classifie<l as plagiarism are as follows: [4]
a Using the infonnation in theform ofgeneral facts.
b. Writing back (by changing a sentence or paraphrasing) the
opinions ofothers by giving a clear source.
c- Quoting the writings of others to taste with clearly marking
out the passage and write down the source.
2.1.2. Plagiarism in the academic area
Besides problem usual plagiarisrn, swaplagiarisme also often
happens in the world of academic. Swaplagiarisme is to reuse part
orall of the author's own work without giving the original source.
Plagiarism in the acadernic field can be divided into two, namely:
l l0 l
Co n tent-b as ed.fi ! e compa riso n
Content-based file comparison approach is appropriate approach
to the text as a student essay assignrnent.
Content-based comparison of source cocle
This approach is used to detect plagiarism for the source code
programming.
2.2. Pla$arism Detecti on
In this section will be explained about ptagiarism detection
approaches and research studies have been done to the plagiarism
detection approaches. Plagiarism detection approaches can be
categorized into three categories such as substring matching,
keyword similarity and fingerprint. Here's an explanation of each
of these approaches. [3]
2 
- 
2. L Subs tring Matching
Substring matching approach is an approach to identify the same
sting that is usod as an indicator for plagiarism. In this approach,
substring is described in suffix trees and graph that is used to take
part of plagiarism. One of the algorithms used in the substring
matching approach is the Jaro-Winkler algorithrn, Here is an
explanation of the algorithm.
JeroVinkler Algorithm [12]
Jaro-Winkter distance is a variant of the Jaro distance metric is an
atgcitlrn to measure similarity between two strings, this
algaithn is usually used in duplicate detection. The higher the
Jau'Winkler distance for two strings, the more similar to that
seiry laroWinkler distance is the best and suitable for use in the
@arbon of short strings such as names of people. The normal
sqc d 0 indicates no similarity, and one is exactly the same.
JruWhkler algorithm time complexity quadratic diitance has a
runtime complexity that is very efl'ective in the short string ad
can work faster than the edit distance algorithrn.
The basis of this algorithrn has three parrs arq
l. Calculate string lengths,
2. Find the same number of characters in two strings, and
3. Find thc number of transpositions.
2.2.2. Keyword Similarity
The principle of this approach is to extract keywords from tlc
document and then comparal with the keyword in the documeil
stated. If the similarity exceeds the threshold, the document wl
be divided into smaller parts, which will then be compard
recursively, This approach assumes that the plagiarism usutry
occurs in a similar document.
2.2 
-3. Fingerprint Analysis
The most popular approach to analyzing, text ptagiarism
detected sequenc€s that overlap with the way fingerprint.
document is divided into sequenc€s, called chunks, from
reading of digital documents is calculated documents patterr!
When reading a document pattem, it is inserted into the
table. Banging show an appropriate sequence. One algorithm
in fingerprint analysis approach is the Karp-Rabin algorirlr-
Here is an explanation of the algorithm.
Karp-Rabin Algorithm
Karp-Rabin algorithm uses a hash function that Drovidesa
method to avoid the time complexity O (rn2) in many caic.
Instead of checking the position of each pattem contained in
text, would be more efficient if done checking only on tlre
pattern. Checking the similarity between two words using a
function.
To further assist in string matching problem, the hash functio
shall have the following properries [l l ]:
I .Capability of effi cient computing.
2.Diskriminasi high against the string.
3. The function hash (y [i +l .. j + m]) must be easily dikomputad
frorn
- Hash (y 6 .. j + m-ll)
- Hash (y [i + m])
Karp-Rabin algorithm has the following characteristics [l lJ:
. Using a hash function
. Preprocess phase in the time cornplexity O (m) and place a
constant.
. Phase searches in time complexity O (mn)
' O (n + m) estimates the currenttime
3. METHOD
To detennine the rnost appropriate lnethod to detect similarity
document in Indonesian, then conducted testing to methods H
are already exist. The first method to be tested is ttre
method, the second method is a method of
document with Karp Rabin algorithm, the third mahod is a
matching method with the Jaro Winkler Distanee algorithm
fourth method is rnanual method.
Data that used for this testing is scientific writing abstraction dfi
as many as three abstraction. Each abstraction data will b
modified become three kinds of abstraction that is:
I . Abstraction that its conients just part of in common from
abstraction data that will be compared.
c-
d-
b.
e.
g.
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Abstraction that its sentence position altered frorn abstraction
dota that will be comparul.
Abstraction that its contents changed with synonym frorn
rord at abstraction that will be compared.
of testing that will be done is the three of abstraction
that has been modified, will be looked for percentage of
similarity in comparison with docurnent of original
tion. Searching of document similarity will be done by
four methods that are keyword rnethods, Karp Rabin
Jaro Winkler Distance method and manual rnethod.
TESTING
Testing Data
Lrg Data has been explained at part previously. The following
data example that used in testing, that are:
-\bstraction is only part of the same contents of abstraction
data to be compared,
Abstraction is the position of the sentence was changed from
$*raction data to be compared.
Abstraction whose content is replaced with a synonym of the
rsd in the abstract that rvill be compared.
&ryles of data used will be presented in the figure below.
Itr Original Abstraction Document.
Original abstraction document is a document that will be
with other abstraction document. In this document there
rt:'r'en sentences of abstraction, as shown in Figure I below.
Figure L. Original Abstraction Data
& 
-{bstraction Docutnent Modification I
ffis Abstraction document I is a modification document of the
,nilinal abstract document. Modifications are done is take some
rnElces contained in the original docurnent and added a
rrylmce of abstraction different from the original document
;&acl Sample document modification of abstraction I is Shown
bFrgure 2.
Jldul
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Figure 2. Abstraction Document Modification I
3. Abstraction Document Modification 2
This modification of abstraction document is the doqrnent
abstraction modification of tbe original documenl The
modifications to be done is change the position of the sedence
contained in the original document abstraction. The exar$e of
abstraction document modifications 2 is shown in Figure 3.
Jndul
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Figure 3. Abstraction Document Modification 2
4. Abstraction Document Modification 3
Abstraction document modification 3 is modification d thc
original abstract document. The modifications to be dc b
change a few words with synonyms. In this Abstraction domat
modification 3, the word in the first sentence. rod]'
"menrpakan" is replaced by it's synonyms. The synonym wd k
"adalah". The second word which is replaced is *mengrligt:-
That word is replaced by "mendatangi" and the 6ird wd
namely "melakukan" to be replaced with the rd orf
"mengeriakan". Examples of abstraction document as strritrc
Figure 4.
Jdul
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Figure 4. Abstraction Document Modification 3
4.2 Testing Results
The testing tobe performed are as follows:
l. Testing the abstraction of the original document with the
three abstraction documents that we have been described
above.
2. Testing these documents by using the four methods there are
the key word, Karp Rabin, Jaro"Winkler Distance and
manual methods.
The testing results tbat have been made to the three documents
can be seen in Table L
5. ANALYSIS OF TESTING RESULTS
Frorn the testing results that has been donq it can take sonrc
analysis, namely:
t . To compute the sirnilarity of documents, can be used t\ro
ways, calculation of the number of the same word and thc
number of the salne sentence. In the method of TF / IDF and
the Jaro Winkler Distance determination of similarity b
calculated based on the number of the same words, while ir
the Rabin and Karp's method and manual method, thc
analysis process to be done with calculate the same smtence-
Calculating the similarity using the keyword mefhod gc
results close to 100%. This is because the keywords thr
generated the original document is only a few keywords
Keywords that generated iust the words that includes words
in prograrnming languages, comrnon words in computa
science, so that not all words are compared.
Calculating the similarity using Karp Rabin method gd
ahnost the same results with the manual except for the thirl
document which was modified by the word synonyms. Tlir
is becausg Rabin Karp's rnethod assumes that words th
compared different so that a different meaning.
Calculating the sirnilarity using Jaro Winkler Distrc
rnethod did not get the same results with a manual, becilE
the word to be compared is the same word.
5. The original document is compared with the first
that has been modified. The docurnent is rnodified by sio1|r
taking part of the sentence. The results are obtained
Rabin Karp method is sirnilar to the results are
using manual method.
6. Original document is compared with the second
that has been modified. The documen is modified in
way that the position of sentence is moved. Results
by the keyword method produces the same results
manually.
7. The original document is compared with the third
that have been modified in such wav that some
replaced by synonyms of the word. The main resrilt is
keyword rnethod produces the same results with
This is because the comparison just keywords.
6. CONCLUSION
From the testing that has becn done, the best method b
Rabin method, except for a synonymous
2.
J.
4.
7.
t l l
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